RESTRAINING

**Muzzles**

- **Long Snouted**
  - Muzzle - Dog (Long-snouted) Small (green) .............................................................. $6.50
  - Muzzle - Dog (Long-snouted) Medium (red) ........................................................... $6.95
  - Muzzle - Dog (Long-snouted) Large (blue) ............................................................ $7.25
  - Muzzle - Dog (Long-snouted) Set of 3 .................................................................. $19.95

- **Chow**
  - Muzzle - Dog (Chow) Small ...................................................................................... $6.95
  - Muzzle - Dog (Chow) Medium ............................................................................... $7.25
  - Muzzle - Dog (Chow) Large ................................................................................... $7.95
  - Muzzle - Dog (Chow) Set of 3 ................................................................................. $19.95

- **Pug**
  - Muzzle - Dog (Pug) Small ......................................................................................... $6.95
  - Muzzle - Dog (Pug) Large ......................................................................................... $13.75

- **Cat**
  - Muzzle - Cat - Small (green) ..................................................................................... $6.50
  - Muzzle - Cat - Medium (red) ................................................................................... $6.75
  - Muzzle - Cat - Large (blue) ...................................................................................... $6.95
  - Muzzle - Cat - Set of 3 ............................................................................................ $19.95

- **Ferret**
  - Muzzle - Ferret ......................................................................................................... $6.50

**Cat Restraint Bag**

*Cat Restraint Bag (with full underside zip)*

An ideal restraint for grooming, treating and medicating fractious cats. Features a quick-close collar, two-way main zipper for front or rear access and zipperred front-paw openings with full underside zipper. The quick-close zipper flap with pull-tab provides quick, efficient, fur-free application. Constructed of durable water- and dirt-resistant nylon pack cloth. Machine washable and tumble dry.

- 1154. Cat restraint bag - Small under 5 lbs. (green) ................................................. $24.95
- 1155. Cat restraint bag - Medium 5 - 10 lbs. (red) ...................................................... $28.25
- 1156. Cat restraint bag - Large 10 - 15 lbs. (blue) ....................................................... $31.25
- 1157. Cat restraint bag - X Large 15 - 22 lbs. (green) ............................................... $33.95
- 1158. Cat restraint bag - XX Large over 22 lbs. (blue) .............................................. $36.75

**Anger Management Chamber**

Designed to prevent aggression. Two doorway system has top and end doors and dividers that allow 4 chamber sizes with multiple ports for anesthetic induction. Accomodates cats and medium weight dogs. Made of durable Lexan. 23” x 10” x 9”.

- 3299.................................................................................................................. $649.95

**Surgical Tie Down Ropes**

- Made of soft 3/4” multifilament polypropylene braided cord.
- Provides soft pressure on limbs.
- Available in two lengths (46” & 60”).

- 1882. Surgical tie down ropes, 46” (4/pk) .............................................................. $4.75
- 1883. Surgical tie down ropes, 60” (4/pk) .............................................................. $5.50

**Shot Shield**

Made of durable clear polycarbonate designed to put a barrier between you and the patient. It allows the user to suppress the patient while giving injectables or attempting to secure the patient for procedures. Measures 12” x 16”.

- 6063. Shield .................................................................................................. $89.95

**Cat Catcher™**

“A must for every small animal practice.”

- Specially designed net to catch or handle escaped or fractious cats.
- Oblong shaped hoop enables easy access into standard cages.
- Telescoping handle gives extra length for catching cats in difficult areas and reduces danger of being scratched.
- 14” square nylon mesh netting, 22” deep, 14” long, 11” wide.
- Once cat is caught, flip hoop over to prevent escape.
- Cats can be injected or grabbed easily through the netting.
- Safer than gloves, and less traumatic for cats.

- 786. Cat catcher™ #2 (telescoping handle) ................................................... $32.95
- 787. Cat catcher™ replacement net ................................................................. $11.95

**ProCollar**

Allows your animal to comfortably exercise, eat, rest and play. Vision and feeding habits are not impaired while restricting biting, chewing and licking. Also acts as a head support like a made-to-order cushion. A highly bite resistant vinyl washable cover a zipper and adjustable velcro strap surrounds the inflatable plastic coated collar. Three loops evenly placed on the inner ring fasten to all regular collars so it cannot be removed. Will not damage your furniture or mark your walls as with traditional Elizabethan collars. Available in blue only.

- 3090. Petite (up to 6 inch neck) ........................................................................... $9.75
- 3091. Small (6 - 10 inch neck) .............................................................................. $12.25
- 3092. Medium (10 - 13 inch neck) ...................................................................... $12.95
- 3093. Large (13 - 18 inch neck) .......................................................................... $15.95
- 3094. Xlarge (18 plus neck) ................................................................................. $19.25

**LikShield Patch**

A wound management product designed to prevent post-surgical wound licking that can prolong the healing process and lead to infection. Provides a safe, mild electric stimulus to the pet’s tongue. The tingling sensation and an unpleasant taste will deter pets from licking, allowing their wound to heal. FDA-approved adhesive can be applied directly to the skin around an incision or over a bandaged area. Can be safely used for surgical incisions, wound management, splints and casts areas, urinary catheters, seton drains and IVs. Available in a resizable 9” x 6” patch for wide-area coverage.

- 4125.................................................................................................................. $18.95